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Abstract—ZigBee is one of the communication protocols used in the Internet of Things (IoT) applications. In typical deployment
scenarios involving low-cost and low-power IoT devices, many communication features are disabled, consequently affecting the
security offered by ZigBee. The ZigBee specification assumes that deployment of frame counters is sufficient to mitigate replay attacks
in secure ZigBee networks. However, we demonstrate that it is insufficient in this paper (i.e., the network is no longer secure after the
coordinator restarts). As a countermeasure, we present a timestamp-based scheme to mitigate replay attacks. Our mitigation strategy
does not consume power significantly, and fully powered devices will be responsible for providing power-constrained devices with the
current timestamp. The proposed scheme is designed for all ZigBee topologies and different states of ZigBee End Devices (ZEDs).
Findings from our evaluation show that the proposed scheme can successfully mitigate replay attacks, with no significant network
performance degradation even assuming a worst-case scenario (i.e., many devices are sending data simultaneously).

Index Terms—Replay attack, timestamp, ZigBee security.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

A S Internet of Things (IoT) devices and the supporting
infrastructure advance, applications of IoT will be

more prevalent and commonplace (e.g., smart cities, smart
homes, and Industry 4.0 [1], [2]). In typical IoT deployment
scenarios, there will be a significant number of low-cost
devices (e.g., sensors and actuators) that need to communi-
cate with each other as well as the other supporting infras-
tructure (e.g., edge devices and cloud servers [3]). ZigBee,
complementing other communication methods (e.g., WiFi
and Bluetooth), is a lightweight communication protocol
that satisfies the cost-effective and low-power consumption
requirements of IoT devices [4]. There are two types of
network devices in ZigBee:

• Full-Function Devices (FFDs), which have perma-
nent power supply and always work in the operating
mode without sleeping.

• Reduced-Function Devices (RFDs) whose operating
time is significantly minimized compared to the
sleeping time, and such devices are usually battery-
powered [5].

In ZigBee networks, the devices can be broadly cate-
gorized into ZigBee coordinator (ZC; mainly responsible
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Fig. 1. ZigBee protocol stack

for establishing and starting the ZigBee network), ZigBee
routers (ZRs; which expand the network and help the ZC in
maintaining the network communications), and ZigBee End
Devices (ZEDs; which operate as sensors and actuators).
Both ZC and ZRs are FFDs, whereas ZEDs are RFDs.

ZigBee also provides robust security, which partly ex-
plains why ZigBee communication technology is widely
used in many IoT-enabled applications [6]. Specifically, Zig-
Bee stack has four layers, namely, Physical, MAC, Network
(NWK), and Application (APL). As shown in Fig. 1, the
security of the ZigBee networks is implemented in the NWK
layer and the application support sublayer (APS; part of the
application layer) [7]. Each layer deploys its secret keys to be
used by the Advanced Encryption Standard Counter with
Cipher Block Chaining-Message Authentication Code (AES-
CCM*) for encryption/decryption operations and ensuring
the data authenticity of the transmitted data [8]. The secret
keys used by ZigBee security are master, link, NWK, key-
load, and key transport keys. The usage of these keys de-
pends on the ZigBee layer, where the security operations are
running, and the required security services. In this paper, we
focus on the NWK and link keys since they are related to the
replay attack. The NWK key is used to secure the broadcast
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messages sent over the network (network security), and the
link key is used in securing the unicast messages between
paired devices (end-to-end security) [9].

The Replay attack [10], [11] is one of the common attacks
targeting ZigBee networks. As the name suggests, such at-
tack involves the copying of intercepted frames so that they
can be re-injected in the network. In secure ZigBee networks,
Frame Counters (FCs) are used to mitigate replay attacks.
However, ZigBee networks operate in two modes: standard
and secure. As shown in Fig. 2, standard ZigBee networks
are not secure. The payload of the frames is in plaintext
format, and the frames have no FCs in their headers. The
secure ZigBee networks, on the other hand, offer options
such as encrypting the frame’s payload, checking message
integrity, and deploying FCs. The length of FC is four bytes
in the secure ZigBee networks, which is incremented by
one with every new message sent by the local device. Its
maximum value is 0xFFFFFFFF, which is set to 0 when the
network is established, restarted, and after the NWK key
is updated. In a normal working secure ZigBee network,
the FC keeps incrementing during the transmission of new
frames. Besides, it is used by the ZigBee devices to discard
the received frames with the FC smaller than that of the
last received frame of the same source device. In contrast,
if the FC of the received frame is higher, the frame will be
accepted, and the received device will store the FC of the
newly received frame. For ZigBee security, deploying FCs is
the only defensive mechanism against replay attacks [8].

In this paper, we show that replay attacks can be suc-
cessfully carried out on a secure ZigBee network even after
adding the FCs to the network frames. Specifically, we
exploit the fact that the FCs of the network devices are
reset to 0 after the ZC restarts. As a result, any previously
sniffed frames can be injected successfully, and such replay
attacks cannot be detected. In a real-world scenario, FCs are
reset in the following cases. First, when the ZC restarts due
to power failure or a successful cyber attack, the FCs will
be set to zero. Second, when the FC reaches the maximum
value (0xFFFFFFFF) after some time, say one or two years
depending on how active the network is and in the case
that the ZC does not restart, we will have a dead-lock
situation. That happens because the next FC value will
be (0x00000001) which will make the frame be considered

an old or repeated one after it is compared with the last
received FC of (0xFFFFFFFF). This situation is resolved by
resetting the FCs in the whole network either by restarting
the ZC or changing the NWK key.

Intuitively, we can mitigate the attack by using a pa-
rameter that does not reset after the ZC restarts or at any
point during the network operation. Therefore, we posit the
potential of using a timestamp-based scheme over FCs, since
timestamp will not be reset or repeated. A summary of the
key contributions in this paper is as follows:

1) We explain how an attacker can carry out replay
attacks in a secure ZigBee network where FCs are
deployed.

2) Extending our prior research in [12], we present an
enhanced timestamp scheme that prevents replay
attacks in secure ZigBee networks. This scheme is
designed to cover all ZigBee topologies, and our
evaluations include different states of ZEDs and dif-
ferent network congestion situations. The findings
demonstrate the effectiveness of the new proposed
scheme in blocking replay attacks.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
The next section reviews the related literature. In Section 3,
we demonstrate how one can successfully carry out a replay
attack in the secure ZigBee network. In Sections 4 and 5, we
present our proposed enhanced timestamp scheme and its
evaluation, respectively. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

ZigBee, as a wireless communication technology, is vul-
nerable to security threats at various layers. For example,
at the physical layer, there are attacks such as sniffing,
jamming [13], [14], and frames injection attacks [15]. At
the MAC layer, there are attacks such as Denial of Ser-
vice (DoS) attacks [16], Ping-Pong effect [17], and attacks
targeting the energy sources of ZEDs by preventing them
from activating the sleep mode like the attack in [18] and
ghost-in-ZigBee [19]. At the network and the application
layers, there are also some threats such as wormholes and
selective forwarding attacks [20], data manipulation, and
frames decoding [21]. Such attacks can be performed using

Fig. 2. ZigBee Frames Structure
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a wireless module that works with ZigBee radio frequency
and a packet analyzer program that can read the captured
frames. Usually, most of these attacks can be successfully
carried out on the standard ZigBee networks. However,
when security is applied, it will be challenging to run such
attacks because secure ZigBee networks encrypt and protect
their frames using AES-CCM* with 128-bit keys in addition
to applying message integrity mechanism [22].

Vidgren et al. [15] demonstrated how a DoS attack could
be carried out by exploiting the ZigBee frame counter.
Specifically, the attacker can send a frame with the maxi-
mum allowed FC, which forces the receiver devices to set
its FC to 0xFFFFFFFF and reject subsequent frames since
they have a smaller frame counter. The authors claimed that
the attack could be carried out with the absence of message
integrity (i.e., level 4 in Fig.2, where there is encryption but
no application of the Message Integrity Code (MIC)).

Zualkernan et al. [23] also demonstrated how one could
successfully carry out a replay attack in the standard Zig-
Bee network, by using the killerBee tool to inject sniffed
frames into the network. Such attack in the standard ZigBee
network is not surprising since the frames in the standard
ZigBee networks are neither encrypted nor protected, and
the frames have no FCs. However, such attack does not
work in the secure network since the repeated frames will
be dropped and ignored.

Durech et al. [24] showed that secure ZigBee networks,
which have devices with pre-configured NWK keys, are
vulnerable to replay attacks after the sequence number (1-
byte long [22]) of the frames restarts. We remark that as
secure ZigBee networks use FCs to block replay attacks,
resetting the sequence number alone is insufficient to carry
out replay attacks in secure ZigBee networks regardless of
the unchangeable pre-configured NWK keys situation.

Olawumi et al. [21] also explained that replay attacks
could be carried out on secure ZigBee networks and sug-
gested using time-stamping during the encryption process
as a mitigation strategy. However, the sequence number
of the ZigBee frames is already a part of the encryption
process, and the authors did not provide any details about
the implementation of their solution or how the ZEDs can
obtain the current timestamp. Besides, using this method
will result in the inability of the device to determine whether
the frames are old or not without decrypting the received
frames. Hence, there are additional time, energy, and pro-
cessing power implications. For example, Farha and Chen
[25] suggested changing the NWK key after the ZC restarts,
which will result in network congestion in the network
containing a significant number of the connected devices.
Besides, such an approach will not work well for ZEDs with
pre-configured keys.

3 REPLAY ATTACKS AGAINST ZIGBEE NETWORK

There are eight levels for the ZigBee security as shown in
Fig. 2. It is trivial to carry out replay attacks in the standard
ZigBee network (i.e., level 0), since it is not secure. Therefore,
our focus here is the secure ZigBee network. Our setting
comprises a secure ZigBee network with a ZC, a ZR, and
five ZEDs (see Fig. 3(a)). We choose security level 5 in the
experiment since it is the default level recommended by

the ZigBee Alliance. At this level, the frame’s payload on
the network layer level is encrypted, and the 32-bit MIC is
calculated using AES-CCM* with the NWK key. Moreover,
the payload on the application layer level is also encrypted,
and the 32-bit MIC is calculated using AES-CCM* with the
link key, as shown in Fig. 4. The different MIC sizes (i.e., 32
bits, 64 bits, or 128 bits) do not affect the efficiency of the
replay attacks in the secure ZigBee networks, as the attacker
copies the entire frame. Therefore, the entire MIC will be
copied and used to prove the integrity of the copied frame
used in the attack.

Initially, ZC establishes the ZigBee network. Then, ZEDs
join the system and receive the secret keys from the Trust
Center, which is the ZC in our experiment. After the net-
work is fully established, the ZEDs will be successfully
deployed in the networks and start performing their duties,
whether as sensors (sensing the environment and transmit-
ting data) or as actuators (listening and receiving control
messages). At this point, the attack starts. First, the ZigBee
frames are sniffed using the Texas Instruments CC2531 tool,
and the Ubiqua protocol analyzer is used to convert the
captured raw data into meaningful information. As shown
in Fig. 3(b), the auxiliary header of the NWK frames, which
contains FC, is not encrypted (i.e., plaintext). However, the
payload is encrypted using the NWK key. Since the attacker
does not have the NWK key, the frame content is secure.
However, in some applications, such as smart homes, the
attacker can guess the purpose of some frames by observing
the home residents’ activities without the need to decrypt
the payload. For example, when the victim opens the house
door while the attacker is sniffing the network frames, it
will be trivial for the attacker to figure out which frame is
responsible for the door opening action.

In Fig. 3(b), in order to show how the payload content
changes, a sniffed frame is presented before (the left-hand
side of Fig. 3(b)) and after (the right-hand side of Fig. 3(b))
decryption using the NWK key 0x01, 0x03, 0x05, 0x07, 0x09,
0x0B, 0x0D, 0x0F, 0x00, 0x02, 0x04, 0x06, 0x08, 0x0A, 0x0C,
0x0E. Obtaining the NWK key is beyond the scope of this
paper, and our replay attack does not rely on the NWK
key. As previously discussed, neither the auxiliary header
nor the FC is encrypted. The FC in the sniffed frame is 48
(0x00000030), which is then utilized in our replay attack,
and the attacker needs the encrypted frame to carry out the
replay attack.

After copying the encrypted frame, the frame cannot be
injected in the network directly because it will be rejected
after its FC is checked. For example, the FC in the ZigBee
network, where we captured a frame with FC equals 48, has
already exceeded the value of 48. Therefore, after capturing
many frames and in order to carry out a successful replay
attack, we have to ensure that the value of the last recorded
FC at the victim’s device is smaller than that of the FCs in
the captured frames. To do that, we restart the ZC which,
in turn, resets the FCs in the network. Then, we inject
the captured frames by sending them back using a ZigBee
module, which is not a part of the network.

After the FCs are reset, the secure ZigBee network will
no longer be secured against replay attacks, since it cannot
detect old frames. This is because the injected (old) frames
have higher FCs than the current FC stored at the victim
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Smart home with healthcare devices: (a) smart home architecture, (b) a sample sniffed/captured frame

Fig. 4. Secure ZigBee Frame

device after resetting its FC value to zero. Also, the injected
frames are encrypted with the same active NWK key using
the same algorithm AES-CCM*. In addition, as their con-
tents are unchanged, these injected messages will pass the
MIC-based integrity check, regardless of the MIC length and
the applied secure scheme. After successfully receiving the
injected frame, the victim device will execute the command
after decrypting the message because it is a valid command,
and its content is unchanged.

There are implications of a successful replay attack. For
example, such attacks can lead to DoS attack at the victim’s
side. Let us say, after receiving a frame from a sender device,
the receiver stores the frame’s FC and uses it as a reference to
check subsequent frames. Therefore, if the injected frame’s
FC is very high, all subsequent frames from the same sender
address registered in the injected frame will be dropped or
ignored by the receiver. This situation will continue until the
value of the outgoing FC from the sender exceeds the value
of the last incoming FC obtained by the receiver from the
injected frame. Consequently, this results in a DoS attack.

4 PROPOSED ENHANCED TIMESTAMP SCHEME

We will now present our enhanced timestamp-based
scheme, which is designed as an alternative to the use of
FC to mitigate replay attacks in secure ZigBee networks.
The proposed scheme takes into consideration the power
consumption and resource limitations in ZEDs. Therefore,
we exclude the use of the internal clocks embedded in the
microcontrollers of ZEDs, since ZEDs spend most of their
operating time in sleeping mode. Moreover, installing clocks
in the ZEDs may require adding a new circuit to the ZEDs,
which has cost implications. Not requiring the installation
of clocks also allows us to avoid challenges associated
with synchronizing all network clocks. We remark that de-
synchronized clocks could result in the dropping of frames
when the delay in the ZED’s clock exceeds the timestamp
threshold, and consequently result in a DoS attack (such

as the one described in the preceding section). Therefore,
the network clocks will be installed on FFDs, because they
are fully powered devices and more powerful than RFDs.
Both ZC and ZRs are always in the running mode and do
not sleep; therefore, their timers are always running and
consistent.

Different ZEDs may perform different tasks, whether
as sensors, actuators, or both. They can also be connected
to different FFDs, depending on the network topology. In
the star topology, all ZEDs are connected to the ZC, so
the current timestamp can be obtained by asking the ZC
directly. In other topologies, ZEDs could be connected to the
ZC or different ZRs. Therefore, each ZED asks the connected
FFD for the timestamp, which avoids unnecessary traffic
due to the exchange of timestamp request/reply messages
between the ZC and the remote ZEDs through a network
of ZRs. Moreover, the ZC does not have to handle all the
ZEDs requests, which can be considerable. Now, we will
discuss the different cases of ZEDs, in order to minimize the
overhead of implementing the timestamp scheme in ZigBee
networks, as follows:

1) ZEDs attached with only sensors (e.g., ZED2 and
ZED3 in Fig. 3(a)). In this case, before sending
the new sensing data, the ZEDs send timestamp
requests to the directly connected FFD, which is
responsible for maintaining the ZED network con-
nection. As shown in Fig. 5, the timestamp request
includes oldtimestamp (the timestamp of the last
frame originated from the ZED) and a nonce, and it
is encrypted using the NWK key. After receiving the
timestamp request, the responsible FFD decrypts
the request and validates the oldtimestamp by com-
paring it with the last received timestamp from the
sender. If they match, the FFD sends back a times-
tamp reply, including the current timestamp and the
nonce encrypted using the NWK key. After that, the
ZED decrypts the timestamp reply and then checks
whether the received nonce is the same as that in the
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Fig. 5. Requesting timestamp process

timestamp request, and the newly received times-
tamp is bigger than that of the timestamp request.
When passing the check process, the ZED stores the
new timestamp value. After obtaining the current
timestamp of the network, the ZED embeds it with
the data frame and sends the frame to its destina-
tion. The oldtimestamp is used in the first message for
authentication purposes. Each FFD records the last
timestamps sent by the directly connected ZEDs and
uses them to authenticate the timestamp request
originated from these ZEDs. The nonce is also im-
portant to ensure that the timestamp request cannot
be used in replay attacks. There are two types of
sensors data: discrete and continuous. As shown
in Fig. 3(a), ZED3 is connected to the temperature
sensor, which sends one value at a fixed interval,
and thus, its data is discrete. Discrete sensors always
need to request the current timestamp before send-
ing the data. ZED2, on the other hand, is connected
to the Electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor, which has
continuous data. In this case, ZED2 requests the
current timestamp before it starts sending the data.
After that, it turns on a local timer to update the
timestamp in real-time until it finishes sending the
data stream. By doing that, continuous sensors do
not need to request the timestamp for every data
frame. Instead, they request the timestamp once
for the whole data stream regardless of how many
frames are required to finish transmitting. Besides,
the ZEDs are already not in the sleeping mode since
they have data to send. Therefore, turning on a local
timer is still considered as a power-saving technique
compared with the overhead caused by sending
timestamp request for every data frame.

2) ZEDs attached with only actuators (e.g., ZED1 in
Fig. 3(a)). In this case, the ZED does not need to send
any timestamp request to get the current timestamp
since there is no data to send. Instead, its stored
timestamp is automatically updated after receiving
new valid data or control frames from the other
network devices.

3) ZEDs attached with sensors and actuators (e.g.
ZED5 in Fig. 3(a)). In this case, the ZED sends a
timestamp request before sending the data frames
the same as it does in the first case. At the same
time, it keeps updating its local timestamp value

when receiving frames.

In all previous cases, when ZEDs join the network, they
will receive the current timestamp of the network to be
used in the next timestamp request operation. The ZED will
keep a place for storing the last received timestamp and will
always update its timestamp value before sending and after
receiving frames.

5 EVALUATION

In this experiment, a secure ZigBee network has been estab-
lished using five ZigBee devices: one acts as a ZC, and the
other four act as ZEDs. The purpose of the experiment is to
measure the delay caused by the new scheme when there
are RFDs (ZEDs) connected to one FFD (ZC). As shown in
Fig. 6, each ZED consists of an Arduino Mega 2560 which
uses a 16 MHz crystal oscillator and an XBee module which
works at RF data rate of 250 kbps. The ZEDs are attached
with temperature and humidity sensors (DTH11 sensors
were used in this experiment). ZEDs are programmed not
to enter the sleeping mode. By choosing this option, we
exclude the delay time caused by the ZED to wake up and
send the data, and the delay time created by the ZED to
wake up and receive the timestamp buffered in the ZC. The
experiment was done just for the ZEDs which are connected
to discrete sensors because this case represents the general
case in our scheme. For the ZEDs attached to a continuous
sensor, they just send one timestamp request for the whole
stream, and the delay occurs at the first data frame waiting
for the timestamp, which is similar to our experiment. The
other frames in the stream have no delay because they
already have the updated timestamp provided by the local
timer. In the second case (ZEDs attached with an actuator),
the ZEDs do not send timestamp requests. In contrast, in
the third case (ZEDs attached with sensors and actuators),
the ZEDs just send the timestamp when they are sending
sensing data, which is also covered by the experiment. Since
we try to measure the actual delay caused by applying the
new scheme, we have done some experiments with different
statuses of the network traffic. In each scenario, we captured
500 data frames for each ZED. The calculated delay is equal
to the arrival time of the data frame after implementing the
new scheme minus the arrival time of the same data frame
before deploying the timestamp scheme. Those scenarios are
as follows;
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Fig. 6. Secure ZigBee network: FFD (ZC) and four connected RFDs
(ZEDs)

1) Scenario 1: the ZigBee network consists of one ZC
and one ZED. The ZED sends temperature value
every one second. In this case, there is no heavy net-
work traffic which allows us to measure the delay
in sending data after applying the new timestamp
scheme in its best situation. As shown in Fig. 7(a),
the minimum delay is 91ms, the maximum delay
is 140ms, and the average delay is 117.522ms. The
experiment took about 500 seconds to record 500
frames.

2) Scenario 2: the ZigBee network consists of one ZC
and four ZEDs. Each ZED sends a temperature
value every five seconds. There is one second be-
tween each ZED and the next sending ZED, i.e.,
ZED1 sends the data at 1s, 6s, 11s, and so on,
and ZED2 sends the data at 2s, 7s, 12s, and so on.
This situation is the best scenario for applying our
scheme in a network with many devices because
there are no traffic peaks. As shown in Fig. 7(b) for
ZED1, ZED2, ZED3, and ZED4, the minimum delays
are 91ms, 99ms, 99ms, and 100ms, the maximum
delays are 148ms, 141ms, 144ms, and 140ms, and
the average delays are 118.8ms, 118.6ms, 117ms, and
118.4ms, respectively. The experiment took about
2500 seconds to record 500 frames from each device
of the four devices that send data with a time
interval of five seconds. The delays are very close
to the first scenario because there is no collision,
and the timestamp requests and replies are not
overlapping. Some ZEDs have an extra delay of
1ms compared with the first scenario because the
number of network devices has increased, which
adds management overhead to the ZC. Thus, the
timestamp requests/replies got a small extra delay.

3) Scenario 3: the ZigBee network consists of one ZC
and four ZEDs. Each ZED sends temperature value
every five seconds with a random delay of less than

128ms (5 seconds + random (0,128)) to reduce the
network congestion caused by the devices simul-
taneously sending data. As shown in Fig.7(c) for
ZED1, ZED2, ZED3, and ZED4, the minimum delays
are 100ms, 99ms, 99ms, and 100ms, the maximum
delays are 171ms, 172ms, 171ms, and 206ms, and the
average delays are 123.8ms, 123.1ms, 121.8ms, and
123.2ms, respectively. The experiment took about
2500 seconds to record 500 frames from each device
of the four devices. As expected, the results are
a little worse than the previous scenarios because
some ZEDs need to wait for timestamp replies to
be sent by the ZC while it is busy with handling
other timestamp requests. That happens when the
generated random delays by the devices are very
close, so they almost send the timestamp requests at
the same time. As a result, at least one or more of the
devices have to wait for the ZC to finish handling
the other devices’ requests. This scenario represents
the majority of the deployed ZigBee networks.

4) Scenario 4: the ZigBee network consists of one ZC
and four ZEDs, which send data simultaneously
every five seconds. This scenario is the worst be-
cause there are network traffic peaks caused by
multiple devices sending data at the same time.
In this case, the ZC needs to reply the timestamps
to all ZEDs and receive the data originated from
them. As shown in Fig. 7(d) 5ms for ZED1, ZED2,
ZED3, and ZED4, the minimum delays are 99ms,
100ms, 101ms, and 99ms, the maximum delays are
202ms, 173ms, 208ms, and 173ms, and the average
delays are 120.1ms, 125.8ms, 132.9ms, and 124., re-
spectively. The experiment took about 2500 seconds
to record 500 frames from each device of the four
devices.

Fig. 8 shows the frames of ZEDs in scenario 4 sepa-
rately. ZED1, ZED2, ZED3, and ZED4 have the addresses
of 0x6C99, 0xD2C3, 0x4696, and 0x0650, respectively. When
the network started, ZED1 was able to send its data frames
in a minimum delay of 102ms (arriving time of data frame
minus arriving time of request frame). In contrast, the other
devices have delays of 136ms, 167ms, and 168ms for ZED2,
ZED3, and ZED4, respectively. The reasons for these delays
are as follows:

1) The collision caused by many devices sending the
frames simultaneously: these devices have to wait a
random time before resending their frames (Carrier
Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA) based ZigBee MAC [26]), This mech-
anism caused some delays for ZEDs in different
occasions.

2) The bottleneck problem at the sink node FFD, which
is the ZC in this experiment: the ZC device uses a
microcontroller, so it handles the requests sequen-
tially.

When checking the details of the frames shown in Fig.
8, we can conclude that the order of the data frames is not
always the same. Sometimes the minimum delay occurred
in ZED1, e.g., the first frame had a minimum delay of 102ms.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. ZigBee network frames: (a) one ZED, (b) Four ZEDs send data in different time (c) Four ZEDs send data in the same time with a random
delay less than 128ms (d) Four ZEDs send data in the same time

Fig. 8. Detailed information about the devices in scenario 4

At other times, ZED1 had the worst delay, e.g., the frame
with the delay of 202ms, as shown in the ZED1 graph with
the red line. Since the timestamp scheme is not a part of
the ZigBee stack protocol, in order to apply the timestamp
scheme to a real ZigBee network environment, we added
the code in the Arduino devices. Therefore, we got some
extra unnecessary delays as shown in Fig. 9. The additional
delay is caused by exchanging data using the Universal
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) between the
Arduino and the ZigBee modules as follows:

1) The Arduino, on the ZED side, passes the timestamp

request using UART to its ZED module to be sent to
the ZC.

2) The ZigBee module, which works as a ZC, passes
the timestamp request using UART to the connected
Arduino in order to be processed.

3) The Arduino, on the ZC side, passes the current
timestamp using UART to the ZC module to be sent
to the ZED.

4) The ZigBee module, which works as a ZED, passes
the current timestamp frame to the connected Ar-
duino.
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Fig. 9. Extra delays caused by the experiment

5) The Arduino, on the ZED side, passes the data frame
with the current timestamp using UART to its ZED
module to be sent to the ZC.

6) The ZigBee module, which works as a ZC, passes
the data frame with the current timestamp using
UART to the connected Arduino.

We summarized all the previously collected data in one
table to give a general judgment regardless of the network
situation. According to the experiment results shown in
Table 1, the maximum delay is 208ms. Thus, the timestamp
threshold, which cannot be exceeded by the new coming
data frames, should be higher than 208ms to avoid drop-
ping the late valid frames. We suggest configuring it to
300ms as the default value. This value can be customized
and adjusted to suit the situation of the networks, i.e., if
the network has significant traffic, the timestamp threshold
should be increased according to the network latency. After
receiving a data frame from a ZED, the ZC will subtract the
attached timestamp from the current timestamp. If the result
is less than 300ms, the data frame will be marked as a valid
frame. Otherwise, the frame will be discarded, and the ZED
will start a new round of timestamp requesting process. The
frequency of timestamp request is related to the frequency
of sending data frames in the applied scenarios. In this
paper, for scenario 1, there was one timestamp request every
second. For scenarios 2, 3, and 4, there were four timestamp
requests every five seconds.

If an attacker tries to copy the ZC frame (timestamp
reply) and sends it to the ZED requesting the timestamp,
it will be easy for the ZED to find out that the frame is
repeated by comparing the nonce in the timestamp request
and reply. Also, if an attacker copies the timestamp request
of the ZED and sends it to the ZC, the ZC will find out that
the request is old after checking the oldtimestamp carried by
the request frames.

To evaluate the proposed scheme from the network us-
age perspective, the length of the timestamp request frame
sent by ZED to ZC and the timestamp reply frame sent by
ZC to ZED is 70 bytes, including a 1-byte nonce and 15-byte
timestamp. During the experiment, the ZigBee network is
secured, the frames are encrypted, and the timestamp for-
mat is yyMMddHHmmssSSS (e.g., 190724093045259). The
length of the data frame sent by a ZED to ZC depends on
the transmitted data, which is 2 bytes in our experiments
(temperature degree), and thus, the length of the data frame
is 72 bytes. The timestamp length can be reduced to 8 bytes

TABLE 1
frames statistics of the new applied scheme

Devices Min Max Average
One device sends the data

0x089E 91ms 140ms 117.5ms
Four devices send the data in different times

0x089E 91ms 148ms 118.81ms
0x05A0 99ms 144ms 117.092ms
0xD5E7 100ms 140ms 118.358ms
0x308B 99ms 141ms 118.528ms

All Devices 91ms 148ms 118.197ms
Four devices send the data in the same time with delay
0x089E 100ms 171ms 123.79ms
0x05A0 99ms 172ms 123.112ms
0xD5E7 99ms 171ms 121.796ms
0x308B 100ms 206ms 123.208ms

All Devices 99ms 206ms 122.977ms
Four devices send the data in the same time without delay

0x089E 99ms 173ms 124.49ms
0x05A0 99ms 202ms 120.076ms
0xD5E7 100ms 173ms 125.78ms
0x308B 101ms 208ms 132.874ms

All Devices 99ms 208ms 125.805ms

if the numbers within the timestamp are represented by four
bits as HEX code instead of 8 bits as ASCII code. Using four
bits is convenient because all the timestamp elements are
numbers and can be encoded within four bits.

To sum up, the FFDs, which are responsible for provid-
ing the ZEDs with the current timestamp, vary according
to the applied network topology. When using a ZigBee
network with a star topology, all the ZEDs are connected
through the ZC making it the responsible FFD from which
all ZEDs in the network get timestamps. In the other
network topologies (tree and mesh), the ZEDs are either
connected to ZRs or ZC, so they get the current timestamps
from those FFDs. As shown in Fig. ??, ZED4 is connected to
ZR1, so it obtains the timestamp directly from ZR1 without
disturbing ZC. Because many FFDs provide the current
timestamp, they must synchronize their local clocks together
up with the ZC clock. Synchronization algorithms are re-
quired to make the time consistent in the entire network.

There is an alternative proposed solution for reducing
the extra network traffic and the power consumption caused
by exchanging the timestamp requests/replies. This solu-
tion can be implemented under two conditions: 1) If there
are many ZEDs connected to one FFD, which causes high
delay. 2) If the parameters of the ZigBee modules are known
and provided by the manufacturer. In case of satisfying
these conditions, the ZEDs can calculate the current times-
tamp (TScur) locally without the need to request it from
FFDs. However, doing that requires some parameters as
follows:

• The old timestamp (TSold): the last received times-
tamp sent from the responsible FFD to the ZED.

• The sleeping duration (sleepdur) (or Cyclic sleep
period (SP) as named in Xbee devices [27]) of the
ZEDs: the ZEDs have default sleeping time which
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can be changed while coding the firmware of the
devices.

• Sleeping delay (sleepdel): the time required by the
device to move from the operating mode to the
sleeping mode.

• The wake-up delay (wakedel): the time required by
the device to move from the sleeping mode to the
operating mode.

According to these parameters and after being stored in the
code, the current timestamp can be calculated using eq.1:

TScur = TSold + sleepdur + sleepdel + wakedel (1)

As mentioned before, applying this solution requires the
companies which manufacture ZigBee modules to provide
such information about sleepdel and wakedel as most of
them already do. For the sleepdur , the network adminis-
trator usually sets it according to the ZEDs roles. It has
a default value and can be read using some commands.
However, in case of applying this solution, the ZEDs need to
receive at least a valid timestamp periodically to adjust their
own TSold value and ensure that the timestamp is consistent
and synchronized in the entire network.

6 CONCLUSION

Replay attack is a threat that targets wireless networks,
including secure ZigBee networks as demonstrated in this
paper. Specifically, we demonstrated how a replay attack
could be successfully carried out in a secure ZigBee network
before presenting our timestamp-based scheme to mitigate
it. We then evaluated the performance of the proposed
scheme, and the findings showed that the delay due to the
deployment of the scheme ranges from 91 ms to 208 ms (for
the latter, many devices are sending data simultaneously).
This demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed scheme
without degrading network performance. In the future, we
also plan to implement and evaluate a prototype of the
proposed scheme in a real-world setting.
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